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Situation of High Speed
Internet in France




Around 20 millions high speed internet subscriptions:
– 19 millions through ADSL (about half LLU)
– 1 million through cable.
Two French main characteristics:
– success of ADSL is due to:






the existence of dynamic competitors to France Telecom (strong
intra-modal competition among Telcos);
an appropriate « ladder of invesment » regulation;
the important role played by local collectivities, as catalysts.

– cable is present only in large cities: low inter-modal
competition.
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Transition to Very High Speed






Sectorial regulation is a multi-stage game, each
stage associated with a technological cycle.
Now occurs the transition from the copper cycle to
the fibre cycle.
Success in the first stage has now to be converted
into success in the second stage, with favourable
initial conditions in terms of incentives:
– alternative operators are willing to invest in order to
confort their ADSL market shares;
– the incumbent is also willing in order to preserve or
improve its market position.
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A Rich and Composite Setting


Two major laws:
– Law for the modernization of the economy =
LME (August 2008);
– Law for the reduction of the digital divide =
« Pintat » (December 2009).







A State loan with a significant dotation to
digital development.
A governmental plan for the development of
very high speed access.
The regulatory action of ARCEP.
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The Legislative Framework


The LME (2008):
– sets the principle of mutualization of the terminal part of
the fibre access networks;
– entitles ARCEP to perform symmetric regulation of fibre
mutualization, starting with defining in which cases the
mutualization point (MP) may be located within the limits
of private property.



The Pintat law:
– requests that local collectivities establish maps for
driving the digital equipment of territories at a significant
geographical level and using information publicized by
operators;
– creates a fund for digital regional equipment.
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The State Loan







35 billions euros as a whole for the national
economy.
4,5 billions euros allocated to digital growth.
2 billions dedicated to the development of
infrastructure, fibre and other.
2,5 billions euros dedicated to the
development of usage: software,
applications, services…
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The Governmental Plan








A threefold plan for digital growth outside of very dense
areas.
Component A: labellization of operators’ projects where
private investment is viable, with non subsidizing financial
support (facilitated access to credit, « wise » public coinvestment).
Component B: subsidization of projects by local
collectivities in areas where private invesment is not viable;
financement is provided through the fund for digital
equipement, which recieves 750 millions euros from the
public loan, waiting for other financial inputs (a tax ?);
projects must be consistent with « driving » maps.
Component C: other actions, in complement to A and B,
such as sattellite offers.
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Regulation by ARCEP


Two « pillars »:
– techological neutrality : PON vs. P2P, mono-fibre vs. Multifibre (Ionic
vs. Doric );
– balanced mix of asymmetric regulation (cost-oriented access to ducts
in market 4) and symmetric regulation (sharing rules beyond the
mutualization point MP).



Decision for very dense areas (150 urban centres, 6 millions
households, 20% of population), issued at the end of 2009:
– MP may be located at foot of buildings with more than 12 dwellings
or buildings connected to sewers;
– a call for co-investment must be made by the « building operator »;
– guidelines are drawn for cost-sharing accross opertors.



Decision for the rest of the territory (80% of population),
released for public consultation in june 2010:
– MP typically gathering 1000 connections, a minimum of 300;
– passive access at the MP.
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Present situation of FTTH











In France, 860 000 FTTH connections in june 2010.
Operators announced 800 000 extra connections by the end
of 2011, through their recent co-investment agreements.
Only 9% of connected households have subscribed so far to
FTTH (75 000).
Together with the 255 000 FTTLA connections (through
cable), 330 000 households as a whole already enjoy a very
high speed access.
France ranks pretty well in Europe : 1st in terms of FTTH +
FTTLA subscriptions, 2nd in terms of FTTH connections, 4th
in terms of FTTH subscriptions…
but Europe (1,6 million subscriptions) still stands far behind
United States (3,4 million) and Asia (12 million).
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Some Conclusive Remarks




Public investment is a complement, not a substitute, to
private investment. Incentive to private invesment should be
given as much as possible.
A right balance should be found between FTTH and
alternative technologies to provide very high speed:
– upgrading xDSL connections should not delay FTTH investment and
should be done in priority where fibre is not likely to come in the few
next years;
– Sattellite, Wimax, or mobile (4G) should be contemplated as relevant
means, where fibre will « never » go.



One should not forget that demand does not address a
technology (fibre), it rather addresses services, hence the
necessity for the State of:
– communicating about the new opportunities that are brought about by
fibre, as multicast, HD, 3D, etc.
– Creating favourable conditions for the social invention of brand new
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services, as telemedecine, teleeducation, etc.

